WHAT IS PEMPAL AND BCOP?

Public Expenditure Management Peer Assisted Learning (PEMPAL) is a network that facilitates exchange of professional experience and knowledge transfer among public finance management (PFM) practitioners across the Europe and Central Asia (ECA) countries. The network, launched in 2006 and currently operating under the 2017-2022 PEMPAL Strategy, aims to contribute to strengthening PFM practices in the member countries through developing and disseminating information on good PFM practices and their application.

The network is organized around three thematic communities of practice:

- Budget Community of Practice (BCOP),
- Treasury Community of Practice (TCOP), and
- Internal Audit Community of Practice (IACOP).

The main overall objective of BCOP is to strengthen budget methodology, planning, and transparency in member countries.

The key donors and development partners to the program are the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation, the European Commission, and the World Bank.
WHAT LEARNING MECHANISMS ARE USED?

Peer-to-peer learning is the main instrument used. Participants work together face-to-face and online to share knowledge and develop approaches to addressing common PFM problems. In contrast with traditional training approaches, participants formulate their own activity plans and play the role of experts within the peer groups, so they are not only receivers but also providers of technical assistance.

BCOP activity plans include sharing and creation of knowledge through face-to-face learning events, virtual meetings, and study visits, and through development of knowledge products. BCOP activities are driven by member-led action plans that address key budgeting reform priorities of Ministries of Finance of member countries. BCOP conducts annual survey of its members to gather countries’ priorities. Topics within two broad thematic areas have been identified as most common recent member priorities: i) budget literacy, transparency, and public participation, and ii) program and performance budgeting.

WHO ARE BCOP MEMBERS?

BCOP members represent 21 ECA countries: Albania, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of North Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, Russian Federation, Serbia, Tajikistan, Turkey, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan.

Members are typically mid- to high-level officials in budget planning or budget methodology/policy units in the budget departments/sectors in Ministries of Finance.

WHO LEADS BCOP AND PEMPAL?

BCOP is led by the BCOP Executive Committee consisting of the representatives from the Ministries of Finance of eight member countries, who elect Chair on an annual basis. Technical expertise, coordination and support is provided by the World Bank BCOP Resource Team, and the administrative support is provided by the PEMPAL Secretariat. At the network level, PEMPAL is led by the Steering Committee comprising of COP Chairs, Deputy Chairs, World Bank and donor representatives.

WHAT ARE BCOP PRIORITY THEMATIC AREAS OF INTEREST?

1. Sharpening tools for effective fiscal management with primary focus on performance and program budgeting (through work of the BCOP Program and Performance Budgeting Working Group - PPBWG), while identifying member countries’ challenges and priorities in other relevant areas (topics examined in recent years include capital budgeting/public investment management, intergovernmental fiscal relations, fiscal risks, fiscal consolidation, and wage bill management);

2. Strengthening fiscal transparency and accountability with focus on budget literacy, transparency, and public participation (through work of BCOP Budget Literacy and Transparency Working Group -BLTWG) initiatives; and

3. Expanding internationally available data on budgeting in PEMPAL countries through identification and sharing of budget-related good practices and benchmarking within and outside of the PEMPAL region.
In line with the members’ thematic priorities of the members, the main feature of BCOP’s recent work has been facilitation of knowledge sharing and resource development in the topics of the two BCOP working groups: Budget Literacy and Transparency Working Group (BLTWG) and Program and Performance Budgeting Working Group (PPBWG). BCOP has a close cooperation with the OECD, through OECD’s Senior Budget Officials’ Network on Performance and Results, and OECD’s Network for Senior Budget Officials from Central, Eastern, and South-Eastern European Countries.

**WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES OF BCOP’S BLTWG?**

BCOP’s Budget Literacy and Transparency Working Group (BLTWG) focuses on ways to improve budget literacy, openness, and access to citizens, as well as public participation in the budget process. BLTWG cooperates with several international organizations, including the World Bank, the International Budget Partnership (IBP), OECD, and Global Initiative for Fiscal Transparency (GIFT). After initially focusing on the topic of budget transparency and access, as well as reviewing best practices in budget literacy, the BLTWG has recently turned its focus to public participation in the budget process and participatory budgeting.

Main recent BLTWG knowledge products are (click on the name of the product to view it on the PEMPAL website):

- **Breaking Challenges in Constructing Citizens Budgets for PEMPAL Countries**
- **Public Participation in Fiscal Policy and the Budget Process – Establishing and/or Strengthening Mechanisms in PEMPAL Countries**

**WHAT ARE THE ACTIVITIES OF BCOP’S PPBWG?**

BCOP’s Program and Performance Budgeting Working Group (PPBWG) focuses on ways to improve spending effectiveness through design and implementation of program and performance budgeting and spending reviews.

PPBWG has a close cooperation with the OECD, including facilitation of the participation of PEMPAL countries in the OECD Performance Budgeting Surveys, participation of the PPBWG leadership in the meetings of the OECD Senior Budget Officials’ Network on Performance and Results, as well as OECD’s content contribution to PPBWG agendas and facilitation of access to the practitioners from the Ministries of Finance of OECD countries.

Main recent PPBWG knowledge products are (click on the name of the product to view it on the PEMPAL website):

- **Performance Indicators in PEMPAL Countries: Trends and Challenges – How Does Budget Spending Measure Up?**
- **Performance Budgeting and Spending Reviews in PEMPAL Countries: Practices, Challenges, and Recommendations**

**WHAT IS THE VALUE OF BCOP TO ITS MEMBERS?**

Over 90% of surveyed member countries assess BCOP’s impact on staff capacity as medium or significant and over 80% assess impact on budget practices and reforms as medium or significant. BCOP members assess the quality of PFM knowledge resources developed or made available through BCOP as high.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge products</th>
<th>2.82</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Materials from events</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary materials on topics</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary thematic materials</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 = Low quality, 2 = Good quality, 3 = Excellent quality